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ABSTRACT
The ultimate purpose of curriculum planning is to

arrange an array of stimuli or opportunities to extend or modify the
knowledge, skills, or attitudes of identifiable learners. .A
curriculum might be defined, then, as a set of intended 1,2arnings..
Three kinds of decisionmaking realms and three corresponding
perspectives for inquiry make up the domain of curriculum. These
realms involve political negotiations, curricular substance, and
established practice._Such decisions are made at societal,
institutional, and instructional levels in the hierarchy of
schooling. To satisfy the different realms of decisionmaking,
differing data sources must be brought into play in the search for
tenable answers and solutions.. These sources include funded
knowledge, conventional wisdom, and the, ideological sources of
theorists and researchers. It is because educational institutions
tend to draw their data for decisionmaking from the safety of
conventional wisdom that schools are conservatively oriented and that
the most controversial and potent thrusts of innovation are blunted.
(Author)
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CURRICULn

Jc,hn I. Coodlakl

Univeisity of C:Alifor:nie., Los Ar.g1c,s

Curriculum pl::nining is is very pro,cLical activity. It goes on conntn'ziy

wherever there are people responbible for or seeking to )]an an cducatio=11

institution or program. Involved in the process are legsltor:, f.lchool hord

memhers,professional administrators, researchers, teachers and :::onletimes

students, together with a host of lzlymen concerned with Oiat should ;)e learued

and how learnings should be arranged and packaged. Any :-Idequate conertual-

ization of these processes and participants muFlt encompass a reasonable

approximation of the whole, if only at soma raLher broad levels oi generality.

The purpose of this paper is to present sv.ch a conceptualization.

The ultimate purpose of curriculum planninc, is to arrange for identi-

fiable learners on array of stimuli or opportunities to extend or modify their

knowledge, skills 'r attitudes. A curriculum might be defined, then, as sets

of intended learnings. When state legislators pass laws regarding the teach-

ing of the dangers of drug abuse, the inclusn of .physical educationcr

requirements outlining the time to be spent on given subjects, they are en-

gaging in curriculum planning. When local school boards decree that reading

will be taught according to a hierarchy of specific, behavorial objectives,

they are involved in curriculum planning. When school staffs decide to use

I.
What follows i jcrived in part from John I. Coodlad (with Maurice

N. Richter, Jr.) The Develorment of a Goncet)tual System for Dealin., with
Prc-bloms of Curriculum and Instruction. HEW Contract No. SAE-80204, Project
No. 454, Los Angeles: University of California, 1966.

* Paper delivered at Annual Meeting of American Educational E.cscarch Association in New Orleans,
March 1, 1973.



television broadcats as a basis for intersting students in enrrnt cants,

they are engaged in curriculum pinuning. When indiVidual teneh,2rs dee;de to

use selected library 1:ooks for enriching the language arts offerings, they are

involved in curriculum pl;:neing.

Curriculum planning is much more, then, then the preparation of eeliool

district courses of studies or now instructional materials for the schools.
the

Sorting out what this planning consists of, what/decisions are, and who is

making them constitutes a major part of the study of curriculum This is a

naturalistic process of determining what exists with respect- to ongoing

practice. Strangely, it has received surprisingly little atteni:.ion.
2

Curriculum planning includes, also, determining what eugtit to be the in-

tended learnings for students in educational programs. This normative process

has attracted enormous attention, projections for what would be better frequent-

ly being set forth with little prior knowledge of what already exists. The

study of curriculum planning encompasses both existing curricular conditions
G;

and projections Ler alternative plans. Clearly, methods of inquiry involved

in these two kinds of studies differ quite sharply. Succeeding papers devote

attention to both kinds of processes.

Kinds of Decisions

The preceding brief exposition suggests three kinds of decision-making

realms and three parallel or corresponding perspectives for inquiry making up

the domain of cu.T-riculum. The first is political. It involves all those human

processes by means of which certain interests come to prevail over others.

The second is substantive. It includes all those normative issues of what

should be included in curricula by way of ends and means. The third kind of

2.
Joseph J. Schwab, The Practical: A 'Language for Curriculum. Center

for the Study of Instruction. Washington, D.C. : National Education Association,
1970.
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decision-making pertains to IAuman action. in implementing or-

effecting curricula, the study of which falls vithin uraxeoloc,y.

The term "political" in not used here in nny pejorative

sense. It pertains to those processes through which differing

views of what is desirr,2ble are placed in competition and usually,

achieve at least a temporary status of primacy. Views usu:lly

range from those representing short-term selfish interests .to

those embracing noble images of the future. In curriculum

planning, governmental leaders choose, for example, between

alternative views of the creation of man and of how capital

should be distributed. Their choices place restrictions on the

frL,edom exercised by local school boards in determining the

ends and means of schools under their jurisdiction. Likewise,

the choices of both legislators and school board members have

far reaching implications for what boys and girls study in the

lower schools.

State and local authorities sometimes go so far in

specifying thei.,- choices that few degrees of freedom in decision-

making remain for school administrators and teachers. Some of

the degrees of freedom these decision-makers have frequently are

usurped by administrators,leaving little alternative for teachers

to do other than teach pre-prepared lessons. To be held accountable

for achieving progress with diverse groups of students under such

circumstances is to place teachers in unenviable circumstances of

considerable responsibility and little accompanying authority.

The kinds of curriculum decisions made by various individuals and
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groups in the political hierarchy of decision-making is a

potentially productve realm for curricujum inquiry. Such

inquiry could provide a useful knowledge base for entering into

policy decisions about who should make what kinds of decisions

pertaining to the ends and means of education and schooling.

The subsequent paper by Henry Uill raises some provocative

questions about: curriculum matters attractin3 the attention of

state legislators and how much they should concern. themselves

with classroom or instructional specifics.
3

Gary Griffin's

paper, in. turn, focuses attention on L..he intent to which various

parties in the 'decision-making hierarchy are, indeed, involved

in decision-making processes which might be judged appropriate

for them in a democratic society.

Substantive decisions take us into all thcse questions of

goals, what to teach, how to arrange what. is to be learned,

evaluation procedures and the like which have been grist for the mills

of curriculum planners, theorists, and researchers, for many years.
5

There is no point in seeking to enumerate the list here. Most of

the items on it pertain to justifying the ends or intent of curricula

and what is to be included for their attainment.

Decisions in the realm of praxis pertain primarily to the

3
Henry Hill, from unpublished doctoral dissertation.

Gary Griffin, from unpublished doctoral dissertation.

5
For example, a little monograph by Ralph W. Tyler, Basic Principjes
of Curriculum and Instruction. Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1950, appearing in mimeoc,raphed form first in about 1946, has guided
thousands of students in the curriculum field for over a quarter of a
century.
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qualities to be expressed in. the implementation of curricula

such as economy, efficiency, humaneness, and the like.

Praxeolou, as eNpre5;sed in the study of practical curriculum

affairs, has focused on such matters as how to achieve several

goals simultaneously, how to organize learnings so that they

build efficiently on each other, how to make curriculum. materials

more interesting, and so on. It is fair to say that psychological

considertions have tended to outweigh philosophical ones in

recent years, with how to plan the curriculum more efficiently

-tending to (yer-ride questions of whether existing ingredients are

worth having at all, let alone deserving of the time required to

arrange them differently.

LEVELS OF DECISION-MAKING

The preceding analysis assumes that curriculum decision-making

is conducted at several levels of remote:less from those for whom

learnings are intended. Legislators at federal and state levels

pass laws and vote funds which affect whether certain. topics

appear in the lessons of students-in the schools and the preparation

of materials for such lessons. State legislators sometimes

determine how much time will be devoted to them and whether they

will be taught daily or on an unspecified schedule. Local school

board members further prescribe the curriculum, frequently

specifying which books may or may not be used.

These federal, state, and local lay decisions are classified

here and several subsequent papers as societal. Although

these take place in a political context, the decisions are no

'less substantive than those made at other levels by professionals.
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And (11-,y-certai!ily C:EI:E;C matters o.f: praxis, partic..ilarly these

involving questions of financial economy. Professionals are not

loathe to seek to Lnfluence these societal decisions.

Talen togeth-,:r, the decisions of federal, state and local

lay bodies in large measure prescribe the curriculum of schools

and systems of schools -- the institutional level of decision-

making. School personnel must interpret or translate the more

general societal decisions into more specific curricular meaning.

There is much less of this kind of activity than .often is

assumed, .curriculum elements coming from sources existing quite

outside of the formal hierarchy of pu.b :Lic schooling such as

textbook publishers. In fact, it is fair to say that the ends

and means of curricula frequently arc determined by textbook

publishers and not by the elected representatives of the people,

although the process is a cyclical one, with the identification

.of who is influencing whom being exceedingly ch.fficult.

At the institutional level , much more is involved than

simply interpreting for or by schools the meaning of societal-

level decisions. A transactional process, as well, is involved

whereby professionals bargain for additions to or changes in

what they perceive to be the meaning of the intended learnings

formulated shore remotely. Traditionally, the transactional

agent has been the superintendent but recent years of growing

teacher militancy have seen erosion in his authority. Now,

teachers frequently include curricular matters in the bargaining

package and have forced superintendents often to be identified
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with societal aiwnts. This potcntility for i7acrensing

authority for curriculum planning at a level close to students

has not yet been very much exploited. Iii-fact, -for a- short

period-in-the-rent-history-oi: highr oducatien..it auneared

that-student. authority_might-achieve-considerable status at

the-institutional-leveJ.

Once societal intent has been translated into curricular

specifics and transact:ional proce,)ses are more or less dormant,

professionals in schools are in a poSition to know the degree

of f*ecdom in planning available to them. Bowever, this hind,

of clarity and stability rarely is achieved. Further, it

appears that the Rind of curriculum planning occurring beyond

the school, either at the level of school board and

superintendent or at even more remote levels, is designed to

guide or direct the instructional activities of individual

teachers more than the curricular structure of the school as

a whole. Conscquetly, not much of translating the

institutional curriculum or negotiating with the principal and

staff as a whole is required of individual teachers at the

instructional level of decision-making. At this level, teachers

negotiate with students either directly or by assuming that they

have the students' proxy by the law of required attendance.

We see, then, that there are decisions involving political

negotiations, curricula(substanceiand praxis at societal,,

institutional and inStructional levels in the hieralchy of

schooling. Griffin's study testifies to the existence of all
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thr
6

Iee. t suggests, also, the probability that the institutional

level may be the most inactive. My own studies with colleagues

tend to support this conclusion.? Perhnps the principal, teach,:!Is,

students and parents of local schools should constitute a more

powerful decision-making unit, interesting itself in the political

as well as the other aspects of curriculum decision-making. It

is possible that, in this way, schools would be reconstructed to

become more potent educational entities.

Institutionnl planning is enormously difficult and demanding,

as we see in the reporta of Edith Buchanan
8
and Robert NeClure."

9

Nonetheless, strength ping this weak link in the curriculum

planning process may be exceedingly important in the search for

improved ways to improve student learning.

DATA-SOURCES

Since curriculum planning involves three difficult realms.

of decision-making -- political, substantive and praxis --

differing data-sources must be brought into play in the search

for tenable ansuers and solutions. If curriculum planning were

fully, rational -- which, of course, it is not-funded knowledge

6
Griffin, on. cit.

7
John I. Goodlad, M. Frances Klein and Associates, Behind the
Classroom Door (rev. ed.). Worthington, Ohio: Charles A. Jones,
1973; and John. I. Goodlad, M. Frances Klein, Jerrold M. Novotney
and Associates, Early Schooling in the United States. New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1973.

8
Summarized from several years of work by the. Early Childhood Unit,
i:he University Elementary School, U. C.L.A.

9
Robert M. McClure, from unpublished doctoral dissertation.



from a host of fields Find conLe.::ts would provide the prime.

data-source, But the eltence of knowledge doeF not assure

its use. There i s disagreement, of co -arse, over what

constitutes valid knowlcdgcand the level of education

possessed by a society has something to do with the e::tent

to which that society valves knowledge as a basis for choosing

among alternatives. Even when data appear to be very hard,

there are those who reject it because they believe in their

right to have opinions in all realms. They do not want their

opinions to be upset by the avralabilityof data.

The data brought into social and political decision-making

usually are classified more realistically as conventional wisdom

rather than funded knowledge. Politicians seek both to shape and

to appeal to conventional wisdom. Consequently, even their most

.enlightened decisions usually fall short of serious recourse to

funded knowledge, especially when it is relatively far:removed

from, or not congruent with, the convent:lona: wisdom. Nonetheless,

they frequently do seek to bring valid knowledge into decisions,

especially when the goal is to raise the level of conventional

wisdom through educational processes.

We would hope that professional educators would draw almost

exclusively from funded knowledge in curriculum planning but

thiS is not the case. If their decisions outrun conventional

widsom to a considerable extent, adhering to them will be .

fraught with difficulty, as most administrators know full well.

Therefore, schoolS and school systems tend to be conservative



institutions, preserving what is alre;Jdy central to ne

thinh:Lng of the majority and, therefore, safe. We should not

be surprised to learn that schools tend to blunt or flatten

out the most controversial and potent thru:;ts of inno-\,:ii..ions.

Curriculum decision-making draws upon data pertain;_n,g

to societz:1 conditions and trends (usually compiled by

economists, sociologists, political scientists and futurists) ;

popular opinion (usually compjid by survey researchers and

pollsters) ; child development, the nature of learning, youth

problems end the like .(usually -resulting from the work of

behaval_ scientists, especially psychologi.sts); knowledge

in the/Various subject-fields, (accumulated by specialists in

the disciplines rlommonly taught in or considered for the

schools); and matters of efficiency (provided by economists,

systems analysts, planners, etc.).

pertaining to the nature of truth,

and the good society are much less

Philc;sopl-ical analyses

knowledge, the good life,

often sought out these

days. In regard to matters of value, our rich heritage of

logical thought and normative discourse tendsto be ignored in

faNer of individual or group opinion.

Most of the curriculum planning discussed so far has

been placed within the context of political, processes and

human engineering. But there is also a conceptual prOcess,

seeking to consider curriculum matters more dispassionately or

objectively. There are processes of inquiry within the field

of study identified as "curriculum." Theorists and researchers
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seek to explain cu7.1:1;.culum n.:alitio:-; and to find commn

realms for inT_Iiry and knowle(:;g-ba!::od alternatives for each

commonpLIce demarcti;:. the field. They speak of 'vrClidatin

clarii. 11:1:r; objectives, principis of: continuity. and

-sequence, orp.anizin elements, organizing centers, evaluative

criteria, and so forth.

Their decision-mal:ing processes are ideologicnl. They

produce guidelines fox curriculum development, cautios aginst

excessive stress or untested assumptions, tools for cuLaculum

development and even societal, institutional or instructional

exemplar curricula. In her paper, Frances Klein discusses the

usefulness of a well-known ta-;:onoiJi.c:11 tool for curriculum

0
planning activities in the classroom."

Curriculum planning takes place when a society envisions

possibilities for improving upon present.conditis, transat

its perception of the gap-bet0.ecn present rLalitie.: cad ,Iiioned

possibilities into goals and assigns responsibility for achieving'

these goals to educational institutions. Sor=2times these goals

involve only improvement upon functions already performed.

Such goals are conservative, calling upon citizens for improved

performance along already-accepted lines. Sometimes, however,

goals are radical, calling for new ways of behaving and the

utmost in personal effort and sacrifice. In most developed

countries, a major goal in curriculum planning is to choose

funded knowledge over conventional wisdom at all levels of

decision-making.

10
M. Frances Klein, from unpublished doctoral dissertation.


